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SYSTEMIC RACISM AND HOUSING

A. Mechele Dickerson*

ABSTRACT

After the Great Depression and World War II, political leaders in this country enacted laws and adopted policies that made it easy for families to buy homes and increase their household wealth. This housing relief was limited to whites, though. Blacks and Latinos have always struggled to buy homes or even find safe and affordable rental housing.

State and federal laws now ban discrimination based on race in housing and mortgage lending markets. But the legacy of early racist laws combined with ongoing discrimination by private actors, exclusionary zoning laws, and even ostensibly race-neutral actions like gentrification increase housing costs for Blacks and Latinos and make it harder for them to buy homes, particularly in high-opportunity neighborhoods.

This Essay describes the roles public and private actors have played and continue to play in creating racial disparities in U.S. housing markets. Given the sullied history of racism in housing and lending markets and current facially neutral federal tax and local land use laws, this Essay argues that the only way to close racial housing disparities is to enact laws and policies that are specifically designed to undo prior acts or conduct.

* University Distinguished Teaching Professor and Arthur L. Moller Chair in Bankruptcy Law and Practice. I remain grateful that Professor Dorothy Brown encouraged me (oh so many years ago) to use a race lens in my scholarship. I also thank the editors of the Emory Law Journal for their editorial assistance with this Article and for their commitment to dedicating a symposium issue to essays about the critical issue of systemic racism.
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INTRODUCTION

Racist housing law and policies were legal and the norm in this country until the end of the 1960s. It is no longer legal to discriminate against people in housing and mortgage lending markets based on their race. Still, Blacks and Latinos struggle to find affordable housing to buy or to rent because of the legacy of racist laws and policies and also because current race-neutral laws and policies privilege upper-income homeowners, who are disproportionately white.

This Essay explains how U.S. housing markets systematically discriminate against nonwhites and why prior (now illegal) laws and practices created the existing racial homeownership and wealth gaps. Part I describes how public and private laws, policies, and practices helped whites buy homes after the Depression, but made homeownership virtually impossible for Blacks. Because early federal and state policies deemed Black neighborhoods to be unsafe, unstable, and blighted, it was harder for Black homeowners to buy homes and increase their household wealth or for Black renters to find affordable rental housing.

Part II describes the role white private actors (homeowners, realtors, investors, lenders, and appraisers) played both in increasing housing costs for Blacks and in excluding them from all-white or stably integrated neighborhoods. For example, white homeowners kept Blacks from buying homes in white neighborhoods by agreeing with each other that they would not sell or lease their homes to Blacks. In addition, white real estate speculators made it harder for Blacks to buy high-appreciating homes in stably integrated neighborhoods by using scare tactics in “blockbusting” schemes that caused white homeowners to flee neighborhoods once Blacks moved in. Blockbusting triggered white flight, which caused integrating neighborhoods to re-segregate, and also caused additional white homeowners to sell their homes at below-market prices (to the speculators), which depressed the value of the homes Blacks recently purchased in those neighborhoods.

Although overtly racist public laws and policies are no longer legal and private actors cannot legally discriminate against renters or potential homeowners based on race, Part III shows how federal tax laws and exclusionary land use laws continue to privilege existing homeowners and increase housing
costs for economically vulnerable families who seek affordable housing. Part IV then shows how private actors—like banks, real estate agents, and homeowners’ associations (HOAs)—increase the housing costs of Blacks and Latinos and continue to keep them and economically marginalized residents out of high-opportunity neighborhoods.

Part V argues that years of systemic racism in housing laws and policies have created racial homeownership and housing disparities that are exacerbated by newer practices, like gentrification, that reduce the supply of affordable housing. This Essay concludes by arguing that policymakers should enact anti-racist laws and policies to remedy the systemic racism that permeates housing markets. Part VI proposes a range of anti-racist solutions (enacting inclusionary zoning laws, repealing homeownership tax subsidies, and giving developers incentives to build affordable housing), which would help make housing more stable and affordable for nonwhites and could also help increase their household wealth.

I. PUBLIC LAWS AND STRUCTURAL RACISM IN HOUSING: THE EARLY YEARS

Before the Depression, most Americans were renters. To encourage renters to buy homes, the federal government launched an “Everyman’s Home” campaign that promised everyone—including the wage-earning plumber and electrician—could increase their household wealth by buying a house. Most Americans rented before the Depression because of the difficulties they faced if they attempted to buy a home. So, to make it easier for Americans to buy homes, the federal government enacted laws and policies to make home buying cheaper and less risky. It was abundantly clear, however, that the “everyone” envisioned in this homeownership campaign and in laws that facilitated homeownership was white.

Renters struggled to buy homes before the Depression because they needed to make significant down payments, often as much as 50% of the value of a home. Most pre-Depression mortgage loans had adjustable interest rates, which...
posed risks for borrowers who might not know the exact amount of their mortgage payments each month or know when or whether payments might increase. Because these loans did not self-amortize and had relatively short (five- to ten-year) repayment periods, even when borrowers repaid the loans, they had a final (and often substantial) “balloon” payment that they had to make before they owned their homes outright. Few borrowers could afford to make their monthly mortgage payments and simultaneously save enough for the final balloon payment. Because of this, most borrowers needed to take out another loan to fully pay for their homes.

When borrowers defaulted on their mortgages during the Depression, banks were unwilling to restructure loans (or approve new ones) to help homeowners finish paying for their homes. The federal government realized that housing and mortgage lending markets would not rebound until more American families could buy and remain in their homes. The government also understood that banks would not increase mortgage loan originations without the assurance that mortgage loans would be repaid. To protect the security and stability of banks and also make it easier for Americans to buy homes, the government enacted banking and housing laws and policies that radically and forever changed how Americans become homeowners.

A. Creating New Homeowners

After the Great Depression and World War II, Congress revised federal laws or enacted sweeping new ones to boost homeownership rates and convince banks to approve borrower-friendly mortgage loans. Specifically, Congress changed banking laws to create longer-term (fifteen- or thirty-year), safer (self-amortizing), and more affordable (fixed interest rate) mortgage loans that made homeownership cheaper and less risky for eligible borrowers. To give banks an incentive to originate more mortgage loans, the government created the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) insurance program, which promised lenders that the U.S. government would repay long-term and fixed-rate private mortgage loans if the borrower was unable to do so. Likewise, the federal ...
government created the Veterans Administration (VA) mortgage program (part of the GI Bill) to help returning veterans buy homes.\footnote{Id. at 44; see Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944 (G.I. Bill of Rights), Pub. L. No. 78-346, 58 Stat. 284.} Like the private mortgage loans the FHA agreed to insure, VA loans had longer terms, were self-amortizing, had fixed interest rates, and allowed eligible veterans to buy homes with relatively small down payments (approximately 20%).\footnote{Dickerson, supra note 1, at 43–44.}

The federal government’s interventions in mortgage and housing markets helped Americans buy homes using lower-cost and lower-risk mortgage products. But like the “Everyman’s Home” campaign, these federal interventions only helped white renters. By design, federal laws and policies made it virtually impossible for Blacks to buy homes using the low-cost and low-risk federally insured mortgage loans white homeowners used to buy homes and increase their household wealth.

B. Discouraging and Thwarting Black Homeowners

The most infamous way the government and private entities made it harder for nonwhites to become homeowners was the development and use of a racist, residential color-coded mapping series commonly known as “redlining.” Specifically, realtors and appraisers used pseudoscientific theories to determine whether the home a borrower sought to buy was in a “safe” and “stable” neighborhood. Borrowers who applied for a federally insured loan to buy homes in neighborhoods deemed dangerous or high-risk would be denied credit and the potential home buyer would be forced to pay all cash for the purchase or finance the purchase through other means.\footnote{Id. at 146.}

All Black or racially mixed neighborhoods were deemed unsafe and outlined in red on the residential mapping series, even though no credible scientific or economic theories then (or now) support the racist view that the presence of Black homeowners in white neighborhoods destabilizes those neighborhoods and causes home values in the neighborhoods to decline.\footnote{Id. at 146.} Because of redlining, Blacks could not qualify for low-cost and low-risk federally insured mortgage loans to buy homes in all-Black or racially integrated neighborhoods (deemed unsafe), or even in all-white neighborhoods (presumptively safe) since their

\footnote{Id. at 13.}
presence in white neighborhoods would deem the previously safe neighborhood to be unsafe.\textsuperscript{20}

In addition to making it virtually impossible for Blacks to buy homes using federally insured loans, federal banking policies prevented lenders from offering any self-amortizing, longer-term, or fixed-rate mortgage loans \textit{unless} the loan could be insured by the FHA.\textsuperscript{21} Because banks would not approve loans without a repayment guarantee and federal law prevented them from offering loans with the same favorable terms FHA-insured loans had, Blacks could buy homes and increase their housing wealth only if they paid for the home in cash (which few buyers of any race could do) or found a private insurer who was willing to guarantee their mortgage loans (which few would do).\textsuperscript{22}

Redlining also depressed the value of homes in nonwhite neighborhoods. Deeming Black residents to be dangerous and suggesting that their presence in a neighborhood creates instability stigmatizes homes in nonwhite neighborhoods. A home buyer who \textit{could} qualify for lower-cost and lower-risk federally insured loans would rationally avoid buying homes in redlined neighborhoods since doing so would increase their home-buying costs because they could not qualify for a low-cost federally insured mortgage.\textsuperscript{23} Because whites (who had higher overall household income and homeownership rates) who might have been willing to live in a nonwhite neighborhood would rationally choose to avoid buying homes in those neighborhoods, redlining reduced the supply of potential buyers for homes in Black neighborhoods. This reduced supply depressed the market value of those homes, lowered appreciation rates, and depressed the housing wealth for any Blacks who owned homes in nonwhite neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{24}

Finally, homes in Black neighborhoods were valued less in housing markets relative to homes in white neighborhoods because of inadequate maintenance. Because redlining also made it impossible for Blacks to qualify for federally insured second mortgages to make home repairs, Black-owned homes were

\begin{footnotes}
\item[20] The Code admonished realtors not to introduce “into a neighborhood a character of property or occupancy, members of any race or nationality, or any individuals whose presence will clearly be detrimental to property values in that neighborhood.” \textit{Id.} at 146. Though Black maids and servants had always lived in homes in white neighborhoods, realtors concluded that having Black homeowners in a neighborhood would somehow harm the property values of white-owned homes despite the lack of any credible empirical support for this conclusion. \textit{Id.}
\item[21] \textit{Id.} at 148.
\item[22] \textit{Id.} at 149.
\item[23] \textit{Id.}
\item[24] \textit{Id.} at 147.
\end{footnotes}
often less maintained than white-owned homes. In addition, because of rampant discrimination in labor markets until the 1960s, Blacks have always had lower household income relative to whites. Because Black homeowners had little disposable income and limited access to capital, they were often forced to defer routine or major home repairs, which caused their homes to be less valuable in housing markets relative to white-owned homes.

C. Creating (White) Suburbs

Cities were allowed to enact and enforce municipal zoning laws that prevented Blacks from living in white neighborhoods until the Supreme Court’s 1917 ruling in Buchanan v. Warley. While this case prevented judges from enforcing racist zoning codes, some Southern cities ignored the Supreme Court’s ruling while others attempted to circumvent the ruling by enacting ordinances that segregated neighborhoods based on the race of the residents who lived on a particular city block. Though overtly racist zoning laws are no longer constitutional or enforceable, the legacy of those laws and policies live on as they helped create the American suburbs.

Just as homes in nonwhite neighborhoods were deemed unsafe and unstable, homes in suburban neighborhoods were presumptively deemed safe and viewed as more desirable than homes in older, urban neighborhoods. Federal lending policies favored borrowers who sought to buy new, single-family homes in suburban neighborhoods and roughly half of all homes built in the 1950s and 1960s (when the suburbs were expanding) were constructed using FHA-insured loans. Because Blacks could not qualify to buy homes using low-cost and low-risk FHA-insured loans, federal laws made it possible only for whites to buy new and high-appreciating suburban homes.

Federal transportation laws and policies also helped create suburban neighborhoods and ensured that suburban homes would be more appealing to potential buyers. Because most jobs were located in urban city centers, potential

25 Id. (noting that redlining made it practically impossible for Blacks to obtain affordable housing loans).
26 FHA policies required lenders to confirm the borrower’s “characteristics” (including the borrower’s race), required appraisers to disclose whether the borrower intended to buy a home in a racially mixed neighborhood, and required information that disclosed whether the neighborhood was at risk of being “infiltrated” or “invaded” by Blacks or immigrants. Id. at 149.
27 Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60, 82 (1917); Jackson v. Maryland, 103 A. 910, 910 (Md. 1918).
28 DICKERSON, supra note 1, at 155.
29 Id. at 152.
30 Id.
31 Id.
home buyers would be more willing to buy suburban homes if they had a reliable and quick way to commute to their jobs from suburbs.\textsuperscript{32} The federal government expanded the federal interstate highway system to ease the commutes of (white) suburban workers, but before they could do so, they had to obtain ownership of the land needed to build those highways.\textsuperscript{33}

The Housing Act of 1949 and Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 allowed the government to acquire land to build the interstate system.\textsuperscript{34} But, just as imperialist federal land policies confiscated Native American land to help the United States expand West, these transportation policies intentionally targeted land in predominately Black neighborhoods, deemed the land or neighborhood to be blighted, then destroyed the houses, churches, schools, and businesses in those neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{35} One reason central-city Black neighborhoods could so easily be deemed “blighted” and condemned was because banks refused to approve home repair loans for homeowners in those neighborhoods and localities had generally ignored the infrastructure needs of those communities.\textsuperscript{36} Rather than acknowledge the systemic causes of blight (racist housing, lending, and investment practices), urban removal and destruction programs proceeded to destroy what were often middle-class Black communities to obtain land they needed to build highways for white suburbanites to go to work.\textsuperscript{37}

In addition to condemning and destroying Black neighborhoods to build highways, cities used local blight removal programs to sell or transfer condemned land to private real estate developers who sought to build housing, typically for higher-income white renters or homeowners.\textsuperscript{38} One example involved New York’s decision in the 1940s to condemn land in Manhattan, destroy a stable lower-income community, and transfer the then-vacant land to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. \textsuperscript{32}
\item See id.; Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956, Pub. L. No. 84-627, 70 Stat. 374, 381. \textsuperscript{34}
\item Dickerson, supra note 1, at 152; see also Mohl, supra note 33, at 20–21. \textsuperscript{35}
\item See Alexis C. Madrigal, The Racist Housing Policy That Made Your Neighborhood, ATLANTIC (May 22, 2014), https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/05/the-racist-housing-policy-that-made-your-neighborhood/371439/ (explaining that the FHA’s grading scale for neighborhoods and policies of refusing to make loans on “red” neighborhoods characterized by poor housing conditions and “undesirable” populations). \textsuperscript{36}
\item Urban planners used racialized terms to define blight and argued that renewal efforts were needed to prevent neighborhoods that were being invaded. For example, early renewal efforts in Chicago sought to dislocate Black residents who recently migrated from the rural South, while New York focused on displacing Jewish and Italian immigrants. See Wendell E. Pritchett, The ‘Public Menace’ of Blight: Urban Renewal and the Private Uses of Eminent Domain, 21 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 6, 17, 20 (2003); see also Mohl, supra note 33, at 21–25. \textsuperscript{37}
\item Dickerson, supra note 1, at 152–53. \textsuperscript{38}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
a private developer, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (“Met Life”). Met Life, which had a history of discriminating against Black renters, developed a massive quasi-public housing apartment complex but would lease units only to white residents. Despite immediate unfavorable complaints and protests about Met Life’s refusal to rent to Black tenants, the New York City Council refused to force Met Life to allow Black tenants and, instead, passed a law that prohibited racial discrimination in the tenant selection process in future public-private projects.

When the government condemned property or destroyed neighborhoods to build highways or transfer land to private developers, some white tenants were also evicted. But, housing opportunities for displaced white tenants were more plentiful than housing options for nonwhites because displaced whites could qualify for federally insured mortgage loans to buy a suburban home. Or, their whiteness allowed them to rent a home in a higher-opportunity neighborhood.

D. Limiting Rental Assistance

While most Blacks have always been renters, not all renters during the 1940s were Black. Even though whites could qualify for affordable, federally insured mortgage loans, not all white Americans could afford to buy homes after World War II. To help financially struggling renters find safe and affordable housing, Congress enacted a series of laws, including the Housing Act of 1949. This Act, and local housing policies generally, required landlords to provide safe and sanitary housing conditions for their tenants. The Act also authorized the construction of subsidized public housing units to give eligible families “a decent home and suitable living environment” and made it easier for states to exercise their eminent domain powers to condemn blighted rental housing.

These rental assistance programs did not and were never designed to guarantee that all financially needy renters would be able to find suitable and

40 Id. at 440 n.67; Exclusion of Negroses from Subsidized Housing Project, 15 U. CHI. L. REV. 745, 745–47 (1948).
41 DICKERSON, supra note 1, at 153.
42 Id. at 152–53; STEPHEN GRANT MEYER, AS LONG AS THEY DON’T MOVE NEXT DOOR: SEGREGATION AND RACIAL CONFLICT IN AMERICAN NEIGHBORHOODS 116 (2000).
44 MAGGIE McCARTY, CONG. RSCH. SERV., R41654, INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC HOUSING 2–3 (2014).
46 McCARTY, supra note 44, at 3.
affordable rental housing. In fact, land use laws and policies have always made it harder for renters to find rental housing in high-opportunity, suburban neighborhoods because those laws and policies have always favored homeowners. Thus, although the U.S. Commerce Department’s Advisory Committee on Zoning proclaimed in the 1920s that zoning regulations should “treat all men alike,” land use laws have never viewed renters as equals to homeowners, and land use laws have consistently been used to keep multi-family rental housing out of neighborhoods where homeowners live.

An early zoning decision, Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., illustrates the contempt many local leaders had for renters. The issue in Euclid was whether cities could enact zoning laws that kept rental housing out of neighborhoods with single-family, owner-occupied detached homes. The Supreme Court upheld the power of cities to enact these laws, characterizing an apartment building as a “parasite.” In expressing its clear preference for the rights and desires of homeowners, the Court stated that allowing apartments in homeowner neighborhoods could be ruinous to the “character” of a neighborhood, warning that:

[T]he coming of one apartment house is followed by others, interfering by their height and bulk with the free circulation of air and monopolizing the rays of the sun which otherwise would fall upon the smaller homes, and bringing, as their necessary accompaniments, the disturbing noises incident to increased traffic and business, and the occupation, by means of moving and parked automobiles, of larger portions of the streets, thus detracting from their safety and depriving children of the privilege of quiet and open spaces for play, enjoyed by those in more favored localities—until, finally, the residential

---

47 Id.; Sam Fulwood III, Ctr. for Am. Prog., The United States’ History of Segregated Housing Continues to Limit Affordable Housing (2016), https://cdn.americanprogress.org/content/uploads/2016/12/13063403/SegregatedHousingBrief3-PDF.pdf?g=2.196878047.20033456973.1614892197-240970411.1614892197.
50 Jenny Schuetz, No Renters in My Suburban Backyard, 28 J. Pol’y Analysis & Mgmt. 296, 300, 317 (2009).
52 Id. at 390.
53 Id. at 394.
character of the neighborhood and its desirability as a place of detached residences are utterly destroyed.\textsuperscript{54}

In addition to favoring homeowners over renters, elected and appointed officials also refused to make it easier for low-income residents to live in safe and affordable public rental housing because of objections from private landlords.\textsuperscript{55} Specifically, real estate developers and landlords engaged in aggressive efforts to block large-scale expansions of federal public rental housing because they worried that an expanded supply of public housing would reduce the number of (poor) people who might rent their apartments.\textsuperscript{56} The federal government ultimately capitulated and imposed stringent income-eligibility requirements that made it impossible for anyone other than the poorest Americans to qualify to live in public rental housing.\textsuperscript{57}

In addition to reducing the overall supply of public rental housing, federal authorities acquiesced in the decisions by local public housing authority officials to enact policies that created segregated public housing, which made it virtually impossible for low-income Black renters to live in public rental housing in high-opportunity neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{58} In the 1940s and 1950s, virtually all public housing complexes were racially segregated and built in racially segregated neighborhoods. By the 1960s, most high-density public housing units were overcrowded, unsafe, predominately nonwhite, and located exclusively in nonwhite neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{59} Although federal housing laws and policies did not mandate local officials maintain segregated housing projects, federal housing policies condoned these racist practices by providing funding to localities that overtly discriminated against nonwhite renters.\textsuperscript{60}

\textsuperscript{54} Id.
\textsuperscript{55} McCARTY, supra note 44, at 1, 3–5.
\textsuperscript{57} M CCARTY, supra note 44, at 5.
\textsuperscript{60} Rothstein, supra note 58, at 2. While some whites initially lived in public housing complexes, they were able to move out of public housing units and rent homes in all-white neighborhoods or buy homes using FHA-insured mortgages. Marc Fisher, \textit{Howard Schultz Says He Grew Up in a Poor, Rough Place. Those Who Lived There Called it the ‘Country Club of Projects’}, WASH. POST (Mar. 13, 2019, 6:51 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/howard-schultz-says-he-grew-up-in-a-poor-rough-place-those-who-lived-there-called-it-the-country-club-of-projects/2019/03/13/4f26b800-39e9-11e9-a06c-3ec8ed509d15_story.html.
II. **PRIVATE ACTORS AND STRUCTURAL RACISM IN HOUSING: THE EARLY YEARS**

The main reason Blacks and Latinos struggled to buy homes or find safe and affordable rental housing was because of racist public laws and policies. But private actors also made it harder for Blacks to live in white neighborhoods, and they also engaged in acts that increased housing costs for Blacks. The combination of public and private actions virtually guaranteed that Blacks who managed to become homeowners would not receive the same financial benefits as white homeowners.

A. **Terrorizing Black Homeowners and Renters**

Even if a Black renter somehow managed to save (or borrow) enough to buy a high-appreciating home in a white neighborhood, many Blacks were unwilling to integrate all-white neighborhoods in the 1940s and 1950s given the racially hostile climate at that time. Specifically, some Blacks who attempted to integrate all-white neighborhoods were threatened by racist white neighbors, or their homes were vandalized or destroyed. To avoid placing their lives, their families’ lives, or their homes at risk, some Blacks chose to remain in neighborhoods with lower-appreciating homes. In addition, even Blacks who might have been willing to integrate a hostile and potentially dangerous white neighborhood often could not do so because of racist restrictive covenants.

B. **Excluding Black Homeowners: Racist Deed Restrictions**

Race-restrictive covenants were private contracts between white landowners who agreed that neither the current owner nor their heirs would sell, lease, or give their homes to Blacks. While governmental entities did not create these racist covenants, the FHA implicitly approved of them and encouraged builders and developers to include them in real estate sales agreements. Likewise, the federal government condoned these covenants by refusing to approve or insure construction loans unless the homes were built in “stable” neighborhoods, which it defined as ones that were protected from adverse influences and occupied by people from the same social and racial class.

---

61 DICKERSON, supra note 1, at 147.
62 Id. at 155–56.
63 Id. at 155.
64 See Rothstein, supra note 58.
65 DICKERSON, supra note 1, at 148; Groner & Helfeld, supra note 39, at 436–37.
The U.S. Supreme Court’s 1948 decision in *Shelley v. Kraemer* eventually ruled that race-restrictive covenants were legally unenforceable. Like redlining, though, these covenants were in place long enough to help create all-white suburban neighborhoods, including one of the most famous and largest planned communities (at that time): Levittown. Starting in 1947, Alfred and William Levitt started building approximately 17,000 homes in a planned community in Levittown, Pennsylvania. These homes originally were to be used as rental housing for returning World War II veterans, though the Levitts ultimately sold the homes to buyers who qualified for FHA-insured mortgage loans. Because Levittown homes also included racist deed covenants, racist FHA housing policies prevented Black WWII vets from living in Levittown even if they qualified for a VA loan.

The Levitts maintained that their decisions were motivated by economics, not race, and that they used these racist deed restrictions only out of concern that potential white buyers would not move into a racially integrated Levittown. Of course from the perspective of the Blacks who were excluded from Levittown, it was irrelevant whether the Levitts were racist white supremacists or simply making decisions that advanced their personal economic interests. When these private actors chose to embrace racist property covenants and created eligibility rules that excluded Black home buyers, their decisions had long-term economic consequences for Blacks (and their heirs) who were not able to increase their household wealth by buying homes in this high-opportunity planned community.

---

67 While the Supreme Court ruled that courts could not enforce racially restrictive covenants, those covenants continued to be placed in real estate contracts until the Fair Housing Act of 1968 outlawed racial discrimination in housing. See Dorothy A. Brown, *Homeownership in Black and White: The Role of Tax Policy in Increasing Housing Inequity*, 49 U. MEM. L. REV. 205, 214 (2018).
68 See Rothstein, supra note 58, at 2.
71 Groner & Helfeld, supra note 39, at 436–37.
72 Kushner, supra note 70, at 40.
C. Blockbusting and White Flight

Blacks who managed to save enough or obtain financing to buy homes in racially integrated neighborhoods in the 1940s and 1950s rarely amassed the same amount of housing wealth as similarly situated white homeowners because Black-owned homes had lower rates of appreciation.\textsuperscript{74} One reason the homes Blacks purchased in white neighborhoods depreciated in value (often as soon as they moved in) is because their white neighbors often moved out when the neighborhood started to racially integrate.\textsuperscript{75} While some whites who fled racially integrating neighborhoods may have been white supremacists, others were duped into fleeing by an odious racist practice known as blockbusting.\textsuperscript{76}

Blockbusting was a scheme that involved white investors and arbitrageurs who approached white homeowners to “alert” them that Blacks were buying or were rumored to be buying homes in their neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{77} In the first part of Blockbusting, investors preyed on biases or misconceptions about Blacks and convinced the owners to sell their homes quickly and move before the impending Black “invasion” eroded the value of their homes.\textsuperscript{78} Fleeing whites often sold their homes at rock bottom prices to the investors.\textsuperscript{79} Then, in the second part of Blockbusting, the investors who recently purchased homes at below market prices conspired with appraisers to inflate the value of the homes and sell the homes to Blacks at above-market prices.\textsuperscript{80}

Blacks were willing to pay inflated prices for homes for several reasons. First, many had no way to know they were being duped into paying artificially inflated prices for their homes.\textsuperscript{81} Also, Blacks who lived in housing that was destroyed in “slum” clearance programs needed to find new housing and were willing to overpay for homes in suburban neighborhoods rather than remain renters in privately owned homes in decaying urban neighborhoods or live in crowded and racially segregated public housing.\textsuperscript{82} In addition, the white investors in Blockbusting schemes offered to finance the home purchases using land installment contracts, which were attractive to Blacks who could not qualify

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Rothstein, supra} note 73, at 182.
\textsuperscript{75} \textit{Dickerson, supra} note 1, at 157.
\textsuperscript{76} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{77} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{79} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{80} The scheme often included parading lower-income Blacks through all-white neighborhoods to suggest that Blacks had already moved in. \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{82} See Mullen, \textit{supra} note 59.
for a federally insured mortgage loan. Though land installment contracts were risky and expensive, Black buyers accepted this financing because they wanted to become homeowners.83

Unlike buyers who finance their home purchases with traditional mortgage loans, buyers who purchase homes using a land installment contract do not accumulate equity in the homes and the sellers retain title to the property until buyers complete all installment payments.84 When buyers failed to make monthly installment payments, they were in the same position as a renter: they were evicted from their housing, and they had amassed no equity in the property they purportedly were buying. Then, in the final part of Blockbusting, the sellers (often the investors who engineered the Blockbusting scheme) evicted the existing homeowners then resold the home to another desperate Black family.85 The ability to flip the same home multiple times (often in the same year) made this wealth-stripping scheme extraordinarily lucrative to the white sellers, though financially devastating to the Black buyers.86

Blockbusting depressed wealth accumulation even for the Black homeowners who managed to keep their homes because triggering white panic sales was an integral part of the scheme.87 Each below-market panic sale depressed the value of other homes in the neighborhood, and once all whites left the neighborhood and it resegregated, home values dropped because of the systemic bias the real estate market has against homes in Black neighborhoods. As a result, Black homeowners paid too much for what soon became a rapidly depreciating asset and never amassed the housing wealth that white homeowners did.88

While investors and arbitrageurs engineered this contemptible practice, this wealth-stripping scheme would not have succeeded without the explicit assistance of appraisers and without the existence of racist federal housing policies. As noted earlier, although Blacks could not buy homes using low-cost and low-risk federally insured loans, lenders approved federally insured mortgage loans for the white investors and arbitrageurs who orchestrated Blockbusting by buying homes from white sellers. In addition, just as appraisers

84 DICKERSON, supra note 1, at 158.
85 Id.
86 Id. at 158.
87 Id. at 157.
88 ROTHSTEIN, supra note 73, at 182.
provided the pseudoscientific justifications for the racist residential maps used in redlining, appraisers knowingly facilitated Blockbusting by fraudulently inflating the value of the homes realtors and speculators (re)sold to Blacks. Appraisers were not neutral or impartial bystanders: they inflated the prices of the homes even though they understood that the homes had recently been purchased from fleeing whites at below-market panic prices.89

III. PUBLIC LAWS AND SYSTEMIC RACISM IN HOUSING: THE MODERN ERA

Systemic racism is embedded in U.S. housing markets. Although tax, lending, and land use laws do not explicitly discriminate against nonwhites, these laws continue to favor homeowners, who remain disproportionately white and higher income. For example, current zoning laws and policies that seek to preserve the “character” of a neighborhoods perpetuate the status quo of neighborhoods that were segregated by race and by income. Likewise, municipal redevelopment or revitalization plans that trigger gentrification displace nonwhites and renters and create racially and economically segregated neighborhoods.

A. Exclusionary Zoning Regulations

The Chairman of former-President Obama’s White House Council of Economic Advisers recently quipped that facially neutral exclusionary land use laws and policies can best be described as “modern-day Jim Crow through zoning.”90 These laws and policies do not explicitly ban nonwhites, renters, or lower- and middle-income families from high-opportunity neighborhoods. But like early zoning laws, current land use laws and policies continue to privilege higher-income families and make it virtually impossible for Black, Latino, and economically marginalized households to live in high-opportunity neighborhoods or have their children attend the high-performing K–12 public schools that children in those neighborhoods are zoned to attend.

Most major cities have exclusionary land use regulations that make it cost-prohibitive for developers to build affordable and multi-family housing in higher-income and predominately white neighborhoods.91 For example, local

89 Id.
zoning laws often mandate large minimum lot or floor sizes for single-family homes or impose large minimum lot sizes for multi-family housing. Other zoning regulations limit the number of occupants who can live in one home, require that all residents be related, limit the number of structures that can be built on a single lot, or prevent property owners from placing an additional (smaller) home on their land. These regulations make it harder for lower-income households to afford to buy or rent homes and also make it harder for multi-generational families or residents who need multiple roommates to occupy homes in high-opportunity neighborhoods. Despite the burden these regulations place on lower-income residents, the regulations are constitutional because they are not explicitly race-based.

Although restrictive land use laws are race-neutral, the residents of neighborhoods with strict zoning requirements are disproportionately white and upper-income. These residents lack standing to sue to enforce municipal zoning laws, but they typically receive notice if a developer applies for a zoning variance to build rental or affordable housing. With notice, these well-heeled homeowners can galvanize support, hire lawyers, and use their political and economic clout and expertise to block rezoning requests. Their organized efforts typically succeed in pushing multi-family and other affordable housing out of their neighborhoods and into lower-income (and often nonwhite) neighborhoods.

Private homeowners also keep affordable housing out of their neighborhoods by arguing that builders failed to adequately consider a housing development’s environmental impact, often citing anti/no/slow/managed/smart-growth movements and open space or “green” laws and policies that are intended to preserve or create community gardens, hiking and biking trails, and parks. Ostensibly race-neutral open space requirements are not inherently objectionable, but when existing residents use these policies to block new

93 Iglesias, supra note 91, at 560.
94 See Dickerson, supra note 1, at 186.
96 Existing homeowners and their HOAs can easily organize and lobby against a request for a zoning variance to build affordable housing because their individual property interests are clearly identifiable. In contrast, the owners or renters of the not-yet-built affordable housing units are unknown, so it is virtually impossible for them to lobby in favor of the proposed rezoning.
97 Kusito, supra note 90.
98 Dickerson, supra note 1, at 61.
construction in their neighborhoods, they decrease the availability of developable land.99

Open space and anti-growth policies are most often associated with progressive politics, though these policies reduce the supply of affordable housing almost as efficiently as overtly racist or classist zoning laws did in the past.100 Like the Levitt brothers who vehemently denied they were racists and claimed they used racist deed restrictions solely for “economic” reasons, liberal and progressive homeowners are able to disguise potentially elitist and racist views by insisting that they support exclusionary land use laws simply because they are trying to protect Mother Earth. Despite their stated reasons for supporting policies that make land scarce and increase the price of developable land, homeowners who further their own personal and economic interests and support exclusionary zoning laws help perpetuate systemic racism and classism in U.S. housing markets.101

B. Gentrification

Gentrification occurs when an impoverished or under-resourced neighborhood is deemed to need revitalization to prevent the area from becoming (or remaining) blighted. Gentrification is a public-private venture in that cities increase municipal services and capital investments in the neighborhood’s infrastructure,102 and also provide tax incentives to businesses to encourage them to open bank branches, restaurants, and other retail establishments in the neighborhood that is being revitalized.103 Like early urban

100 DICKERSON, supra note 1, at 62; Lens & Monkkonen, supra note 92, at 11.
101 See LEE ANNE FENNELL, THE UNBOUNDED HOME: PROPERTY VALUES BEYOND PROPERTY LINES (2009). Exclusionary zoning regulations do more than just exclude lower-income residents from upper-income neighborhoods. The children of the excluded renters or residents are also denied access to the high-performing public schools in those neighborhoods. While no child has a legal right to attend any given public school, most school attendance zones are based on street addresses, and only children who live in neighborhoods zoned for high-performing public schools can attend those schools. As such, in addition to perpetuating systemic racism in housing, exclusionary zoning regulations also perpetuate and exacerbate systemic racism in public K–12 school education. See Elizabeth Winkler, “Snob Zoning” Is Racial Housing Segregation by Another Name, WASH. POST (Sept. 25, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/09/25/snob-zoning-is-racial-housing-segregation-by-another-name/?utm_term=.869d5d80f4e.
103 Id. at 246.
Renewal programs, local political leaders embrace gentrification even though the neighborhoods that are being “revitalized” are lower- or middle-income (and almost always nonwhite), and the existing residents are replaced by higher-income residents (who are overwhelmingly white).\(^{104}\)

Local leaders support gentrification because it encourages young, wealthy workers to move to downtown neighborhoods. Younger workers, particularly if they do not have children, generally prefer to live close to where they work and to live near trendy restaurants and other retail establishments.\(^{105}\) While gentrification, like earlier urban renewal programs, improves the physical appearance of neighborhoods by demolishing and replacing older and sometimes dilapidated housing and buildings with newer housing and buildings, the existing lower- or middle-income residents rarely enjoy the financial or social benefits of gentrification because gentrification is designed to create a neighborhood of wealthier residents.

Once richer residents move into a neighborhood, housing prices and property taxes increase and often price out the existing lower-income and nonwhite residents, particularly older homeowners who live on fixed incomes and cannot afford the higher property taxes.\(^{106}\) In addition, higher taxes often force property owners who lease their properties to increase rent, which often prices out the existing tenants.\(^{107}\) As was true when cities demolished buildings in “slum” clearance programs, cities typically make no efforts to help the largely nonwhite residents pushed out by gentrification find affordable housing. Likewise, even though city leaders can see when a neighborhood is gentrifying, most do little to prevent the newly gentrified, formerly nonwhite neighborhood from resegregating racially and economically.\(^{108}\)

\(^{104}\) Id. at 240.


\(^{106}\) Id. at 240.

\(^{107}\) Jason Richardson, Bruce Mitchell & Juan Franco, NCRC, Shifting Neighborhoods: Gentrification and Cultural Displacement in American Cities 26 (2019) (demonstrating Black displacement as the white population increases).

C. Federal Homeowner Tax Subsidies

Race-neutral federal tax homeownership subsidies perpetuate and exacerbate existing racial disparities in housing and disproportionately help white homeowners. U.S. housing policies continue to favor homeowners, who receive roughly 70% of all federal housing subsidies,109 higher-income homeowners receive a disproportionate share of federal tax subsidies, and higher-income families are mostly white.110 The federal homeownership tax subsidies are enormous. For example, homeowners are not fully taxed on the capital gains they earn when they sell their houses, and they can deduct some of the state and local property taxes (SALT) they pay on their homes.111 In addition, the mortgage interest deduction (MID), perhaps the most popular and well-known homeownership tax subsidy, lets homeowners deduct most of the interest they pay on the mortgage loans they used to buy their homes.112

Only taxpayers who itemize their deductions receive benefits from the MID and SALT, and tax data show that households who earn more than $100,000 annually receive almost 77% of the MID benefits.113 Households with over $100,000 in annual income also receive nearly 60% of all federal housing subsidies, and these homeownership subsidies are massive.114 In 2015, the price tag for the MID was more than double the combined cost of all rental assistance programs.115 By 2016, the MID was still the fifth-largest tax break even though the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA) made it less beneficial for homeowners to itemize their deductions.116

---

111 Ventry, supra note 110, at 235 n.27 (listing the numerous subsidies related to housing).
112 Brown, supra note 67, at 207.
113 Id. at 210.
114 FISCHER & SARD, supra note 109, at 2.
Higher-income homeowners are more likely to be itemizers because they borrow more to buy bigger homes\textsuperscript{117} and consequently pay more mortgage interest on these larger loans.\textsuperscript{118} In contrast, because lower- and middle-income homeowners take out smaller mortgages to buy modestly priced houses, they are less likely to itemize, more likely to take the standard deduction, and typically do not receive these homeownership tax subsidies.\textsuperscript{119} While the TCJA makes the MID less valuable because it increased the size of the standard deduction, higher-income taxpayers remain disproportionately more likely to be itemizers so they continue to receive significantly larger housing subsidies than other taxpayers (including other homeowners and all renters).

Homeownership subsidies do more, though, than just decrease housing costs for higher-income taxpayers: these subsidies drive up overall housing costs because it gives buyers an incentive to buy larger and more expensive homes.\textsuperscript{120} Because they can deduct interest on mortgage loans to buy larger and more expensive homes, home buyers more willing to make offers above the asking price, and this often triggers bidding wars that lower- and middle-income potential buyers will almost always lose.\textsuperscript{121} In addition to being priced out of homes by tax-itemizer buyers, people in search of affordable housing are priced out of some neighborhoods altogether because real estate appraisers value homes based on recent sales of neighboring homes and bidding wars increase the fair market value of all surrounding homes.\textsuperscript{122}

D. Paltry Rental Assistance

Because prior blatantly racist housing policies embedded racism in U.S. rental housing markets, renters (who are disproportionately likely to be nonwhite) struggle to find safe and affordable housing whether publicly or privately owned.\textsuperscript{123} By the 1980s, public housing projects became stigmatized and were viewed as the housing of last resort for poor Blacks.\textsuperscript{124} To respond to chronic problems and complaints about dilapidated and unsafe public housing

\textsuperscript{117} Somin, supra note 116.
\textsuperscript{118} See id.; see also Brown, supra note 67, at 209.
\textsuperscript{119} Brown, supra note 67, at 209; see also Michelle D. Layser, How Federal Tax Law Rewards Housing Segregation, 93 IND. L.J. 915, 947 (2018).
\textsuperscript{120} Somin, supra note 116.
\textsuperscript{121} Id.
\textsuperscript{123} Layser, supra note 119, at 918.
\textsuperscript{124} Rothstein, supra note 58, at 1–2.
complexes, Congress established a National Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing in 1989 and charged the Commission with proposing a national plan to provide decent, safe, and sanitary public housing for low-income tenants by the year 2000.\textsuperscript{125}

The government never accomplished its stated goal of creating an adequate supply of public housing for low-income renters, and federal leaders still do not have the political will to insist that public rental housing be sited in high-opportunity neighborhoods. Although large, multi-unit public housing complexes that were dangerous and unsafe (like Chicago’s all-Black Cabrini-Green) have been demolished,\textsuperscript{126} as was true when states used their eminent domain power to condemn land in Black communities and build highways, few efforts were made to help displaced Black residents of public housing find affordable housing to rent or to buy, particularly in high-opportunity neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{127} Instead, low-income renters who were pushed out of demolished public housing typically rented housing in other predominately nonwhite and lower-income neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{128}

Renters now outnumber homeowners in most large cities, but the federal government spends less than half the amount on rental subsidies as it does on subsidies for homeowners (particularly higher-income homeowners).\textsuperscript{129} One program the federal government created to help subsidize rental costs is a market-based program called the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) program, formerly known as the Section 8 program.\textsuperscript{130} Renters who participate in the HCV program are required to devote no more than 30% of their income to rent privately owned housing. Landlords receive the remaining balance of the monthly rent from the local public housing agency.\textsuperscript{131}

Unfortunately, only 25% of eligible lower-income families receive housing subsidies through this or other related housing assistance programs. Moreover,
because private property owners are not legally required to accept vouchers as payment for rent, most low-income renters continue to live in low-income neighborhoods.132 Thus, while HCV vouchers help a limited number of renters find safe and affordable housing, because property owners in high-opportunity neighborhoods are not required to rent to lower-income residents, this federal assistance program does not ensure an adequate supply of low-income rental housing in high-opportunity neighborhoods.133

Another public-private rental assistance program, the low-income housing tax credit (LIHTC), gives developers financial incentives to build new (or renovate existing) affordable housing.134 Like earlier urban renewal programs and federal initiatives that built public housing complexes, this program also does not require developers to place any of the affordable housing units in racially diverse or high-opportunity neighborhoods.135 As a result, most housing units developers created using the LIHTC are also located in low-income and predominantly nonwhite neighborhoods.136

IV. PRIVATE ACTORS AND SYSTEMIC RACISM IN HOUSING: THE MODERN ERA

Neither federal and local laws nor private actors can legally prevent nonwhites from moving into predominately white neighborhoods. Nonetheless, realtors continue to steer nonwhites away from white neighborhoods. Moreover, even if they move into a white neighborhood, nothing prevents white homeowners from fleeing the integrating neighborhoods. Because of ongoing discrimination in mortgage markets, white flight, and lower appraisals for homes in nonwhite neighborhoods, nonwhite homeowners continue to have lower overall housing and household wealth relative to similarly situated whites.

A. Homeowners

While no one can be excluded from a neighborhood because of their race, no one is forced to live in an economically or racially integrated neighborhood. Similarly, while homeowners cannot exclude residents because of their race,

132 Fischer & Sard, supra note 109, at 10 (noting that programs, including HCV, Section 8 Project-Based Rental Assistance, and public housing programs, only provide assistance for 25% of low-income, at-risk renters).
135 Layser, supra note 119, at 934 n.60.
136 Id. at 928; Tseng et al., supra note 134, at 13.
HOAs can legally include private covenants in their governing documents that make it less likely that renters and marginalized groups will live in their neighborhoods. Thus, while Not in My Backyard (NIMBY) objections and other private landowner actions that exclude affordable housing from neighborhoods are legal, these actions disproportionately harm nonwhites and occur so easily because of the racism and classism that is embedded in housing markets.

1. White Flight Redux

Blockbusting schemes that induce whites to leave their neighborhoods when Blacks move in are illegal, and opinion polls and surveys regularly report that most Americans (including whites) prefer to live in racially integrated neighborhoods and have their children attend integrated schools. Though neighborhoods cannot be legally segregated, whites avoid racially integrated neighborhoods, and most white home buyers do not view urban neighborhoods as attractive unless the neighborhood is gentrifying. Whites generally rate housing in non-gentrifying urban neighborhoods as less desirable than housing in predominately white suburban neighborhoods and will not buy homes that otherwise meet their housing needs (in terms of price, number of rooms, and other amenities) if significant numbers of Blacks live in the neighborhood, even if the neighborhood has good schools and low crime rates.

Although white homeowners flee their own neighborhoods if even a negligible number of Black residents (sometimes as small as 5%) move in, they may not be fleeing because they are white supremacists. Like the Levitts and progressive homeowners who support “green” or open space policies, it is likely that some whites who avoid or flee racially integrated (but non-gentrifying) neighborhoods do so because they fear their homes will decrease in value if they have Black neighbors. This fear is not irrational.

Comparable homes theoretically should experience the same rate of appreciation regardless of who lives in the neighborhood. But homes in Black
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139 DICKERSON, supra note 1, at 160.

neighborhoods and homes owned by Blacks in any neighborhood are routinely valued less than homes in white neighborhoods. One reason Black-owned homes are worth less is because modern real estate appraisers, like the ones involved with redlining and Blockbusting schemes, place lower market values on homes in nonwhite neighborhoods and view those neighborhoods as less safe. Appraisers devalue nonwhite neighborhoods even if the neighborhood (1) has the same economic makeup as the white neighborhood, (2) does not have high crime rates, and (3) has well-maintained homes.

Appraisers also deem Black-owned homes to be less valuable than white-owned homes, even if they are in the same neighborhood. For example, a Black woman who co-owned a home with her white husband revealed in a highly publicized 2020 story that she felt the low value an appraiser placed on their home was because she is Black. To test her suspicion, the couple removed all evidence (pictures, art, etc.) from the home that indicated that a Black person was one of the owners and then had the home reappraised. When the appraiser came to the home for the second appraisal, the (Black) wife and their child were not in the home, and the (white) husband met with the appraiser. Confirming the Black owner’s suspicions, this time the home was valued $135,000 higher than the first appraisal.

2. Homeowner Associations

While racist deed restrictions are legally unenforceable, race-neutral private deed covenants found in HOA agreements now shape who will live in many U.S. neighborhoods. HOAs are private, quasi-governmental entities that restrict
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what homeowners can do with or on their property.\textsuperscript{149} HOAs have expanded in number and in influence over the last fifty years, and homeowners have been willing to surrender some of their personal freedom in exchange for the benefits they perceive that they receive from being members of an HOA.\textsuperscript{150}

Homeowners give their HOAs the authority to enforce deed restrictions that, ostensibly, are designed to protect property values and prevent homeowners from participating in activities, like renting out a house through Airbnb, which would be inconsistent with or detrimental to a residential neighborhood’s character and aesthetic.\textsuperscript{151} Many HOA regulations are relatively benign and dictate things like where owners can park their cars, where owners can place their trash cans or recycling bins, and what type of mailbox owners can install.\textsuperscript{152} While regulating what owners can do on their property may marginally increase the cost of owning a home, more intrusive HOA regulations do more than just regulate what owners can do on their property. Like many race-neutral zoning laws, facially neutral HOA rules also make it harder to build affordable housing, and this disproportionately affects Blacks and Latinos.\textsuperscript{153}

Like public exclusionary zoning laws, private HOA rules often dictate minimum lot sizes, whether owners can build additional housing units on their property, and whether multi-family units can be built anywhere in the community.\textsuperscript{154} In addition, some HOAs contain a right of first refusal that gives the HOA the option to buy an owner’s home before it is placed on the market,\textsuperscript{155} while other HOA regulations prevent owners from selling their homes without the prior approval of the remaining property owners.\textsuperscript{156} HOA restrictions that dictate what owners can do with their property and whether multi-family units can be built in the neighborhood help ensure that only the “right” type of neighbor can reside in the neighborhood.\textsuperscript{157} Because high-income
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neighborhoods are disproportionately more likely to have HOAs and those neighborhoods are disproportionately white, HOA rules exclude lower- and middle-income families almost as effectively as racist zoning laws and deed covenants did in the past.\footnote{See Cheung & Meltzer, supra note 150, at 75–76 (discussing the social effects of HOAs); Scheller, supra note 153 (discussing the interaction among HOAs, the provision of public goods, and neighborhood racial composition).}

3. NIMBYs

Just as there has been a marked increase in the number of HOAs in this country, there has also been a dramatic rise in the number of Americans who believe they have the personal right to control what and who can be in their neighborhoods. Although NIMBY residents do not have the actual right to exclude affordable housing from their neighborhoods, they often succeed at controlling who will live in their neighborhoods, \textit{especially} if they are upper income.\footnote{See \textit{DICKERSON}, supra note 1, at 59–60.} Like the Levitts, residents who support “green” laws, and homeowners who refuse to own personal homes in racially diverse neighborhoods, NIMBYs reject the accusation that they are elitists or racists. Instead, when they defend land use regulations that exclude affordable housing or object to rezoning proposals that would allow developers to build affordable housing in their neighborhoods,\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 61–62.} they often mask their exclusionary (and sometimes racist) views with neutral and non-offensive words.\footnote{See \textit{id.}.}

For example, NIMBYs contend that smaller homes, group homes (including residential substance abuse facilities), and multi-family units should be excluded from their neighborhoods because that type of housing would affect the character of their neighborhood.\footnote{See, \textit{e.g.}, Leslee Bassman, \textit{Westlake Sober Living Home Gets Green Light from Judge}, \textit{STATESMAN} (Feb. 20, 2020, 6:39 PM), https://www.statesman.com/news/20200220/westlake-sober-living-home-gets-green-light-from-judge (detailing one lawsuit by an HOA against a sober living facility in a gated community); see also \textit{DICKERSON}, supra note 1, at 61 (discussing these arguments more generally).} Likewise, rather than confess that they believe the mere presence of Blacks, Latinos, renters, or poor people in their neighborhoods will depress their homes’ values, NIMBYs argue that multi-family housing would increase density and traffic.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 58.} Moreover, NIMBY parents regularly oppose efforts to place multi-family housing in their neighborhoods by suggesting that this would cause neighborhood schools to become overcrowded and increase the number of academically unprepared (i.e., Black, Latino, or
poor) students, which consequently would harm their neighborhood public K–12 schools’ academic rating and performance.¹⁶⁴

Local leaders who cave to NIMBY demands never acknowledge the external costs NIMBYism has on other residents. Specifically, NIMBYs argue that placing affordable housing in a neighborhood imposes economic (lower property values), infrastructure (increased traffic), and social (poorer and weaker students in neighborhood schools) costs on them. If NIMBYs are correct, then the decision to exclude affordable housing from NIMBY neighborhoods shifts those costs to less politically influential homeowners in other neighborhoods without compensating these less politically powerful homeowners for that potential harm.¹⁶⁵ In addition to ignoring the potentially racist and classist consequences of NIMBYism, political leaders who cave to the demands of politically powerful NIMBYs essentially give NIMBYs free home value insurance that protects them against any potential negative costs associated with affordable housing without simultaneously ensuring there is an adequate supply of affordable housing in high-opportunity neighborhoods.¹⁶⁶

B. Lenders: Redlining 2.0

The overtly racist housing and lending practices discussed earlier in this Essay are no longer legal. For example, redlining was banned in the 1960s,¹⁶⁷ and the Fair Housing Act of 1968 makes it illegal for lenders to deny credit to borrowers solely because of their race.¹⁶⁸ Nonetheless, the history of racist housing laws in and policies in this country has embedded racism in current housing markets, which is why most neighborhoods that were redlined after World War II remain racially and economically segregated (unless they have been gentrified), and many covenanted communities (like Levittown) remain all-white.¹⁶⁹

¹⁶⁴ See id. at 58, 61; LEEANN LANDS, THE CULTURE OF PROPERTY: RACE, CLASS, AND HOUSING LANDSCAPES IN ATLANTA, 1880–1950, at 212–13 (2009); see also Jennifer Jellison Holme, Erica Frankenberg, Joanna Sanchez, Kendra Taylor, Sara De La Garza & Michelle Kennedy, Subsidized Housing and School Segregation: Examining the Relationship Between Federally Subsidized Affordable Housing and Economic Isolation in Schools, EDUC. POL’Y ANALYSIS ARCHIVES (Nov. 9, 2020), https://epaa.asu.edu/ojs/article/view/5290/2544 (showing that most children who live in public or low-income housing are zoned for low-performing schools).

¹⁶⁵ See DICKERSON, supra note 1, at 197–200.

¹⁶⁶ Id. at 56.

¹⁶⁷ Id. at 150. Redlining was derived in large part from a Realtors Code of Ethics, developed in the 1920s, that was unabashedly racist. Id. at 146.

¹⁶⁸ Id. at 13.

¹⁶⁹ See ROTSTEIN, supra note 73, at 210–11; Data USA: Levittown, N.Y., DATA USA, https://datausa.io/profile/geo/levittown-ny/#demographics (last visited Mar. 15, 2021). For example, while race-restrictive
In addition to the challenges Blacks and Latinos face because of the vestiges of earlier racist lending and housing policies, they continue to face mortgage lending discrimination, as was painfully evident during the 2007–2009 Great Recession. When real estate markets were on the verge of collapsing in the early 1990s, lenders, realtors, and the federal government realized that the white population was aging, white birth rates were slowing, and more Blacks and Latinos needed to buy homes. Home buyers at that time generally could not qualify for a mortgage unless they had a sizeable down payment (typically 10%) and good credit. Just as the federal government intervened in banking and lending markets after the Great Depression to boost home sales, both the Clinton and George W. Bush Administrations encouraged banks to “innovate” mortgage products to avoid a housing crisis and increase housing sales.

Banks responded to this call to action by creating mortgage products with flexible terms that could help all borrowers, but especially Blacks and Latinos, buy homes. To encourage more home sales, banks relaxed many of their eligibility standards and developed mortgage products with higher interest rates that allowed borrowers to make a small (or no) down payment or make monthly loan payments on interest (not principal). Likewise, banks started approving higher interest rate loans for borrowers with blemished credit or borrowers who did (or could) not document their income or assets. While these innovative lending products helped some Blacks and Latinos buy homes, lenders appeared to engage in “reverse redlining” by offering these non-traditional and higher-priced subprime mortgage products to Blacks and Latinos for reasons that were not based on risk factors.

As was true when the federal government found ways to lower home buying costs for whites after the Great Depression, lenders during the housing bubble found innovative ways to reduce white borrowers’ home buying costs but...

covenants are not enforceable, these odious clauses continue to appear in real estate deeds. See Rothstein, supra note 73, at 90–91. Likewise, nearly 75% of Levittown’s current residents are white while less than 1% of Levittown’s current residents are Black. Data USA: Levittown, N.Y., supra. The politically progressive Marin County, California, was also built using racist real estate covenants and, like Levittown, remains largely all-white. See Liam Dillon, Marin County Has Long Resisted Growth in the Name of Environmentalism. But High-Housing Costs and Segregation Persist, L.A. TIMES (Jan. 7, 2018, 12:05 AM), https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-marin-county-affordable-housing-20170107-story.html.
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increase home buying costs for Blacks and Latinos. Research conducted after
the housing boom disclosed that lenders steered Blacks and Latinos to higher-
cost and higher-risk mortgage products but steered whites away from those
riskier and higher-cost loans. For example, in paired testing studies, whites
were assigned slightly less favorable financial qualifications (lower credit
scores, slightly lower incomes, and shorter employment records) than Black and
Latino testers. Despite being more creditworthy, Black and Latino testers who
posed as applicants for mortgage loans were more likely to be steered to high-
cost subprime mortgages that stripped them of home equity and household
wealth. In addition to steering them to higher-cost products, mortgage brokers
or loan officers were about half as likely to discuss different rates, fees, or
structures that might lower home buying costs with Black and Latino testers as
they were with white testers.

Researchers who conducted and evaluated these paired testing studies
concluded that Redlining 2.0 lowered home buying costs for potential white
home buyers (just as redlining did after World War II) while simultaneously
increasing buying costs for Blacks. One model suggests that Redlining 2.0
may have increased buying costs for Black and Latino borrowers by as much as
$5,000. These amounts, if invested at a 5% rate of return, would increase a
hypothetical homeowner’s net worth by more than $11,000.

In addition to steering nonwhites to higher-cost mortgage loans, lenders
approved whites for lower-cost loans at rates that exceeded the approval rate for
Blacks and Latinos with similar household income. That is, lower-income
Blacks who applied for mortgage loans were more than three times as likely
(almost 40%) to receive subprime mortgages compared to lower-income white
home buyers (only 13%). Similarly, higher-income Black borrowers were
more than four times as likely (23%) to receive a subprime mortgage as higher-
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income whites (5%), and higher-income Latino residents were more than three times as likely (17%) to receive such a mortgage as higher-income whites. The starkest disparity was between lower-income whites and higher-income Blacks and Latinos, as the percentage of higher-income Black (23%) and Latino (17%) borrowers who received a subprime, high-cost mortgage product was significantly higher than the percentage of lower-income white (13%) borrowers who received high-cost loans.

Testimony from former bank employees confirmed that systemic racism increased housing costs for Blacks and Latinos and made it harder for them to accumulate housing wealth. Specifically, when comparing borrowers with similar income and applicable credit risk factors, lenders steered Black and Latino borrowers to higher-cost loans and intentionally failed to tell Black and Latino borrowers that their credit rating was high enough for them to qualify for a lower-cost mortgage product. In addition to what could perhaps be characterized as implicit racial bias, these witnesses also revealed lenders’ overtly racist behavior in referring to Black neighborhoods as slums or “the hood” and calling the subprime loans they pushed on borrowers in Black neighborhoods “ghetto loans.”

C. Realtors

Private realtors can no longer legally discriminate against potential home buyers by, for example, refusing to show them homes in neighborhoods based on their race. But, just as lenders continued to steer Blacks to high-cost mortgage products during the housing bubble, paired testing studies revealed that realtors steered white purchasers to predominately white neighborhoods and nonwhite purchasers (particularly Blacks) away from those neighborhoods. Like other paired testing studies, Black and Latino testers were assigned slightly more favorable financial qualifications than white testers to eliminate the possibility that the realtor might have legitimate economic grounds to steer them away from certain neighborhoods.

These studies, like the lender Redlining 2.0 studies, confirm that realtors showed Blacks and Latinos fewer units, provided them less information overall,
and gave them more misleading information about available housing options relative to white testers.\textsuperscript{193} For example, when Black and Latino teams in one study contacted a real estate office to seek information about available housing opportunities, they were steered to racially integrated neighborhoods, while white testers were steered to white neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{194} When realtors showed white testers homes in nonwhite neighborhoods, they referred to the quality of the neighborhood public schools in ways designed to signal that they should not be buying homes in those areas.\textsuperscript{195} A 2017 Robert Wood Johnson Foundation survey revealed that systemic discrimination has continued; 45% of African Americans, 25% of Asian Americans, and 31% of Latinos reported that they had been discriminated against when they sought housing after the housing bubble and Great Recession.\textsuperscript{196}

A more recent 2019 news investigation examined discriminatory realtor practices in Long Island, New York, which has always been one of the most racially segregated areas in the United States.\textsuperscript{197} This study confirmed that Long Island real estate agents still engage in illegal steering, and treated Blacks (49\%) and Hispanics (39\%) worse overall than white home searchers by steering Blacks and Latinos to neighborhoods with gang activity.\textsuperscript{198} Although realtors cannot legally discuss the characteristics of people who reside in neighborhoods when they show homes to potential clients, Long Island realtors warned white clients to do research on gang activity in the neighborhoods while simultaneously encouraging nonwhites to move into those neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{199}

Finally, studies show that realtors also discriminate against potential buyers who they perceive to be “ethnic,” and are more likely to deny or cancel an appointment with home buyers that have ethnic sounding names or voices than a buyer the realtor perceives to be white.\textsuperscript{200} Realtors also showed nonwhite home
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buyers (or those perceived to be nonwhite) fewer houses and gave them limited or misleading information about their housing options.201

D. Real Estate Investors: Blockbusting 2.0

Real estate investors no longer engage in the same type of wealth-stripping Blockbusting schemes that occurred from the 1940s to the 1960s. Nonetheless, real estate speculators found ways to strip wealth from potential home buyers, many of whom were lower-income Blacks and Latinos, during the 2007–2009 Great Recession. That is, when housing markets collapsed in major cities throughout the United States, real estate investors bought dilapidated homes in foreclosure or through tax sales, then resold them to cash-strapped renters.202 As was true in Blockbusting, the investors made cosmetic repairs to the homes, but left structural damage unrepaired. As was true when Blacks bought homes during Blockbusting schemes, investors often sold the homes using land installment contracts, also known as “rent-to-own” (RTO) contracts or contracts for deeds,203 because many of the buyers could not qualify for traditional mortgage loans.204

The buyers who participated in these contracts were overwhelmingly cash-strapped Blacks or Latinos, and they rarely remained homeowners long term because of the way they financed their home purchases.205 Buyers often did not realize until well after they agreed to buy the homes that they needed to make (or were responsible for paying for) costly repairs or that they might be required to bring their homes into a habitable condition or comply with applicable housing codes, sometimes in as short as six months, before they could occupy those homes.206 Moreover, even if the buyers were allowed to immediately possess these houses, until they completed the repairs, buyers would not be
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deemed true owners and did not build equity in these houses. In addition, like the buyers who were duped in Blockbusting schemes, these buyers also did not own their homes until they paid off a substantial percentage of the contract price.\textsuperscript{207}

As was true during Blockbusting, cash-strapped buyers were willing to buy homes using high-cost and high-risk installment contracts because of the perception that this was an inexpensive way for them to achieve the middle-class dream of homeownership,\textsuperscript{208} and because they believed there was no other way for them to become homeowners.\textsuperscript{209} For many, the American Dream became a nightmare as some RTO buyers continued to live in (and pay for) dilapidated and unsafe housing.\textsuperscript{210} In addition, like the buyers in Blockbusting schemes, eviction rates were high for RTO buyers because they often could not afford to pay for the repairs or their monthly contract payments. Likewise, once sellers evict one buyer, they typically make minimal repairs before selling the home to another unsuspecting buyer.\textsuperscript{211}

Private investors who purchase homes from Black homeowners in gentrifying neighborhoods also profit from embedded racism in housing markets in other ways that strip housing wealth from Blacks. A recent study found that real estate developers bought homes from homeowners who had little experience buying or selling homes and paid the sellers (often older Blacks) below market prices for these homes. As was true during Blockbusting when investors paid fleeing whites below market prices for their homes, these private investors typically resell the homes to buyers, most often whites, at a significant profit.\textsuperscript{212}

While (Black) homeowners who sell their houses in neighborhoods that are gentrifying are generally paid more than the amount they originally paid for their homes, (white) developers make substantial profits by flipping the homes. Even armed with cash from the sale of their home, Black sellers in expensive real estate markets struggle to find affordable housing near their now-gentrified neighborhood or in any other geographically comparable area.\textsuperscript{213} Because gentrification, by design, transforms under-resourced neighborhoods into higher-income neighborhoods, gentrification involves multiple home purchases
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before the neighborhood is fully gentrified. While legal, gentrification is essentially a reverse Blockbusting scheme that systematically pushes lower-income Blacks out of neighborhoods so higher-income whites can move in.214

V. THE FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF STRUCTURAL RACISM

Racist housing and lending policies continue to make it hard for Blacks and Latinos to buy homes and increase their housing wealth. Laws, policies, and the actions of private actors also make it hard for nonwhites to live in high-opportunity neighborhoods. While overtly racist laws and policies are illegal, racism is embedded in U.S. housing markets and, as a result, whether they seek to buy or rent, Blacks and Latinos still struggle to find safe and affordable housing.

A. Racial Homeownership Disparities

Regardless of age, income group, or educational attainment level, Blacks and Latinos are more likely to be renters, and their homeownership rates have always lagged white rates by about 25%.215 For example, most whites (57%) were homeowners by 1950, while Black homeownership rates lagged white rates by more than 20%.216 White homeownership rates increased to around 64% by 1960 while Black rates were only around 38% that year.217 In 1980, homeownership rates for both Blacks and Latinos (both less than 45%) were lower than white ownership rates twenty years earlier and were essentially the same as the overall homeownership rate in 1940.218

The racial homeownership gap remains, in part, because Blacks and Latinos have lower overall household income, weaker credit histories, lower household savings, and less knowledge about the home buying process.219 Even though the racial homeownership gap did start to narrow once the Clinton and George W. Bush Administrations made increasing minority homeownership rates a
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priority, the homeownership gap persists because of the vestiges of racist housing and lending policies and the ongoing mortgage lending discrimination.

Black and Latino households (especially those with graduate degrees) had the highest increases in homeownership rates during the housing boom. They accounted for slightly less than 14% of total homeowners but represented roughly 30% of the total increase in homeowners during Clinton’s first term. In addition, nonwhites were approximately 40% of the net new growth in homeowners during the housing boom and, for the ten-year period starting in the mid-1990s, the increase in Black homeownership rates (25%) was almost double the increase in overall homeownership rates (14%).

The call to arms to innovate mortgage products and increase home sales to nonwhites was successful, at least temporarily. The increase in Black homeownership rates (25%) was more than three times the increase in white homeownership rates (7%). The increase in the number of Latino homeowners was even starker, as the increase in their homeownership rates during the housing boom was more than four times the increase in overall homeownership rates. Despite this progress, the racial homeownership gap has never closed. In fact, though Black and Latino homeownership rates increased during the housing boom, they suffered a net loss of ownership because of their disproportionately high foreclosure rates during the recession.

Research conducted after the housing bust revealed that the level of racial segregation in a neighborhood predicted foreclosure activities in those neighborhoods. That is, while the majority of the approximately four million foreclosures caused by the 2007–2009 Great Recession were homes owned by white families, Black and Latino families who took out loans to buy homes just before the housing market crashed were disproportionately more likely to lose their homes, regardless of income. Indeed, even more than two years after the
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Great Recession ended, Latino and Black foreclosure or mortgage loan delinquency rates were nearly twice the rates of white homeowners.229

After the recession, the Black-white homeownership gap increased to nearly 30% and was wider than the 25% and 26% gaps in 1990 and 2000.230 And, despite homeownership gains for Latinos, their 2010 homeownership rates also lagged behind white homeownership rates by almost 25%.231 While white homeownership rates peaked in 2005 at 76% and have never been lower than 70% since 1995, Black and Hispanic homeownership rates have never exceeded 70%.232 In fact, Black homeownership rates have never been higher than 50%, and the white-nonwhite homeownership gap will likely increase as the COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated housing insecurity for Blacks and Hispanics.233

B. Housing Wealth Disparities

Racist lending and housing practices have deprived Blacks and Latinos of decades of housing wealth accumulation. Even when Blacks and Latinos could finally buy homes, they were at a disadvantage relative to the white Silent Generation and Baby Boomers who were able to buy single-family starter homes in the 1940s and 1950s using low-cost and low-risk federally insured mortgage loans. People who owned homes in the 1960s reaped enormous benefits, as the median sales price for single-family homes increased from $23,900 in 1970 to $63,700 in 1980.234 Prices continued to increase to $130,000 by 1995 and to
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By the beginning of the Great Recession in 2007, median housing prices in the country increased to $257,400.236

Decades after federal laws and policies helped white renters become homeowners, those white homeowners had the options of cashing-in their housing wealth and buying a bigger home, or selling their homes to pay their retirement expenses and bequeathing any remaining wealth to their heirs.237 In contrast, by the time overtly racist housing policies were outlawed and nonwhite families could buy high-appreciating homes using low-cost mortgage products, there was already a gaping racial homeownership and wealth gap.238 Though homeownership rates for Blacks and Latinos have increased since the 1940s, the racial housing wealth gap has continued to increase. One reason the housing wealth gap expanded after the recession is because of the particularly devastating effect the housing crash had on Black and Latino household wealth. That is, while middle-class households of all races hold most of their wealth in housing, housing equity constitutes a disproportionate amount of Black (almost 60%) and Latino (approximately 65%) overall wealth relative to white (44%) household wealth.239

A recent practice involving young potential home buyers also shows the devastating consequences of systemic racism in the home buying market. Income for young adults (and all other households except the highest earners) has been stagnant for decades, and young adults had unstable employment even before the COVID-19 pandemic.240 Moreover, while COVID increased overall household savings rates,241 most lower- and middle-income families (including young, recent college graduates) have had little in savings for decades.242 With stagnant income, little saved for a down payment, unstable employment, and outstanding student loan debt,243 many young renters have struggled for years to qualify for a mortgage loan particularly in hot housing markets.

While most young renters are financially fragile, one renter profile has managed to buy homes even in hot housing markets: renters with parents or
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relatives with housing wealth. As was true during the housing bubble, many young buyers in hot housing markets find themselves in bidding wars even for modest starter homes. Lenders often refuse to approve mortgage loans to buy homes that are listed at prices that exceed the appraised value of the home, so the norm in these hot markets has been for buyers to make all-cash offers, and the ability to make all-cash offers gives the buyer a competitive advantage over buyers who need to finance the home purchase by qualifying for a mortgage.

In a trend that epitomizes how this country’s racist past continues to influence current opportunities, the young lower- or middle-income buyers with no savings who have been able to make all-cash payments have done so by relying on family wealth. Specifically, parents or grandparents are agreeing to take out (or refinance) a mortgage loan or home equity line of credit and then loaning (or gifting) their young relatives the cash they need for an all-cash home purchase (or for a large down payment that can reduce the amount they need to borrow). After the all-cash purchase, the young buyers then take out a mortgage loan on their debt-free home to repay their parents or grandparents. While parent- or grandparent-funded all-cash purchases help some young adults become homeowners, this method only works for buyers whose relatives have liquid wealth or own homes they can use as collateral for a mortgage loan or a home equity line of credit.

As discussed throughout this Essay, it is less likely that Blacks and Latinos will be homeowners because of barriers they have always faced in housing and lending markets. Moreover, because of systemic racism in appraisal markets, the homes nonwhites own generally are valued less than white-owned homes. Because young Black and Latino renters are less likely to have parents or grandparents who own homes whose market value is high enough for them to be able to take out cash for their descendants, this new trend toward all-cash purchases further exacerbates racial homeownership and racial wealth gaps because it only benefits buyers from families with housing wealth.
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VI. ERASING SYSTEMIC RACISM IN HOUSING WITH ANTI-RACIST REMEDIES

Until political leaders are willing to adopt anti-racist responses to remedy the disparities caused by prior racist federal, state, and local housing policies that favor higher-income homeowners, racial housing disparities will always exist. Because Blacks and Latinos constitute approximately 30% of the U.S. population but 41% of the residents of high-poverty, high-inequality counties,²⁵⁰ few can afford to buy homes in neighborhoods that have exclusionary zoning laws or in neighborhoods with a strong NIMBY presence. To remedy this, local leaders must oppose NIMBY efforts to exclude affordable housing projects from high-opportunity residential neighborhoods. In addition, local leaders must embrace affordable housing with the same zeal that they embrace gentrification and developers who propose to build large luxury condominium units. Just as cities eagerly provide incentives to encourage developers to build high-rise condominiums, they should also provide comparable incentives to developers who propose building or redeveloping high-density affordable apartment units.

Blacks and Latinos who owned homes in redlined communities accumulated less housing wealth than whites. To remedy this, governmental entities should create down payment assistance programs to help former residents (or their descendants) of redlined neighborhoods find housing in high-opportunity neighborhoods. Similarly, nonwhites who were pushed out of neighborhoods that were revitalized by urban renewal programs or gentrification should receive down payment assistance to buy homes in their former neighborhoods and cities should adopt policies that give those residents a chance to return to their former neighborhoods.²⁵¹

Local elected and appointed officials should also enact inclusionary zoning laws that give developers of high-density residential projects incentives to reserve a certain number or percentage of units for lower- or middle-income tenants. For example, developers could be offered tax abatements or zoning variances to build more units if they agree to dedicate a share of units in their new developments for middle-income tenants. Given the role that states played in destroying affordable housing in Black and Latino communities to build

highways or transfer land to private developers, no state should legislatively override local inclusionary land use policies (as the State of Texas has done).252

Finally, to help close racial wealth gaps that exist because of homeownership privileges that primarily benefit higher-income white taxpayers, Congress should modify or eliminate the MID and the SALT. At the local level, to increase the supply of affordable housing, localities should relax land use laws that preference homeowners and allow more innovation in housing developments. For example, localities should enact zoning and land use laws that make it easier for homeowners to build garage or attic apartments on existing homes or build mini homes in their backyards. Likewise, public entities must be willing to engage in public-private partnerships with private or non-profit organizations that seek to build or retrofit more dense multi-family housing, including duplexes or triplexes, or to build affordable housing on vacant or dilapidated publicly owned lands.

CONCLUSION

Federal, state, and local housing policies have consistently made it easier for whites to become homeowners and increase their household wealth. These same policies made it harder for Blacks and Latinos to buy homes or even find affordable rental housing, particularly in high-opportunity neighborhoods. Given how deeply embedded racism is in this country’s housing laws and policies, Blacks and Latinos will continue to languish in housing markets unless federal, state, and local governments commit to adopting anti-racism laws and policies to remedy the harm caused by prior racist laws and policies.